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The Share functionThe Share function

Metric Insights provides a convenient means to share charts and associated information
about them with other MI Users or even people outside of the MI system. Examples
describe this simple process.

NOTE: Setting the NotificationsNotifications to off on the My Notifications screen does not apply to the
Share function; you will still be able to receive emails on elements or collaborative data that
others have shared with you. Also, even if notifications are off, you can receive notifications
related to Favorites and Bursts upon request by clicking Send nowSend now in the corresponding tab
. For more information, see My Notifications - Overview

1. Example of using Share option when adding a Comment in1. Example of using Share option when adding a Comment in
News ViewNews View

1. Click 'Share' to open pop-up
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1.1. Example from the Chart Viewer1.1. Example from the Chart Viewer

1. Click 'Share' to open pop-up

2. 'Share with these users' pop-up2. 'Share with these users' pop-up

1. You can also limit this display by Group
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2. You can also limit the choices by entering a portion of a user name or email address

3. Complete pop-up to include as man3. Complete pop-up to include as many User as you liky User as you likee

1. Click on a name to add or select 'All''All'
2. You can review your choices - and optionally, click 'X''X' to remove a name
3. Select ShareShare to return to Chart or Collaborative View
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3.1. T3.1. To share with folks outside of Metric Insights systemo share with folks outside of Metric Insights system

1. Enter the entire email address of those not within your Metric Insights system
2. Click on the 'Add' icon

4. 'Post note' to complete4. 'Post note' to complete
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5. Example of Notification E-Mail to User with A5. Example of Notification E-Mail to User with Access to theccess to the
ElementElement

1. Link will take you to the Chart Viewer for the element

6. S6. System security is used to limit access if necessaryystem security is used to limit access if necessary

User did not have authority to access this element
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Sharing elements with users not registered inSharing elements with users not registered in
Metric InsightsMetric Insights

You can easily share Metrics / Reports / External Reports with users registered in Metric
Insights via the Share function, available at the top right corner of the element Viewer.

You can also make Metrics and Reports publicpublic and share them with people who have no
account in Metric Insights.

Go to the Report / Metric Editor > AGo to the Report / Metric Editor > Advanced tabdvanced tab

In the Ownership & AccessOwnership & Access section define whether This Metric isThis Metric is "public" or "internal".

If the Metric is set to publicpublic, a Metric URL is displayed below. This is the link that you can use
this specific Metric to any person not registered in the system.
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Sharing public Metrics with OverlaSharing public Metrics with Overlaysys

If you share a Metric with Overlays, you need to make sure that the Metric itself and all of its
Overlays are made public.public.

Let's review the following example:

1. We have a "Germany Monthly Sales" Metric that we want to share with the user who
has no account in Metric Insights.

2. We also need to compare this Metric with the data in the "Brazil Monthly Revenue"
Metric. To do that, we add "Brazil Monthly Revenue" as overlay (click ManageManage
OverlaysOverlays > Add MetricAdd Metric > select the required Metric). Refer to Overview of Metric
Overlays for more information.

3. To make sure that an unregistered user is going to see both "Germany Monthly
Sales" Metric and its overlays, we go both to "Germany Monthly Sales" and "Brazil
Monthly Revenue" Metric Editors > Advanced tab and make bothboth Metrics publicpublic (as
shown in the first picture).
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How an unregistered user will see the shared Metric (orHow an unregistered user will see the shared Metric (or
Report)Report)

By following the provided link, a user will have access to the Metric and to basic Metric Viewer
options (such as, different Views, Dimension Values, Alerts, Range selection, etc.).

Annotations, Notes and Comments are not displayed to a user having no account in Metric
Insights.

NOTE:NOTE: The same logic applies to Reports. External Reports cannot be shared via a link.
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Sharing FSharing Favoritesavorites
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How to share your Favorites folderHow to share your Favorites folder

This lesson will show how you can share one of your Favorite Folders with either individuals
or groups of individuals. You can specify if the Users may 'maintain' their own versions of
the folder - thus allowing them to delete and add elements on their HomePage.

When you share a folder, all options which you have set including sorting and summary
comparisons will be propagated to folders you have shared. Users are free to alter these
options for their own version to control Digest frequency and contents.

After initial sharing, any tiles added or deleted from your folder, will cause the same
elements to be added or deleted from all shared folders.

Changes made to the various display option for the Digest will not be propagated to those
already sharing the Favorites folder. There is also an option, 'Re-Share', that allows you to
completely replace the shared folder(s) with all new options and elements. Please note: this
will remove any changes that other users have made to their version of the shared folder.

Users are restricted to sharing Favorite Folders with those Groups of which they are
members. There is an additional restriction that only Administrators can share folders with
the 'Default Group'Default Group'.

1. [Option 1] Via the Homepage1. [Option 1] Via the Homepage

1. Select one of your favorite folders at the Homepage
2. At the top right corner of the screen open the ManageManage menu
3. Select the Share FolderShare Folder option
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1.1. [Option 2] Via My Preferences > My F1.1. [Option 2] Via My Preferences > My Favoritesavorites

1. In My preferencesMy preferences menu below your username select My FavoritesMy Favorites
2. The list of your Favorite Folders opens
3. Select the folder

2. Click the '2. Click the 'AAdd User or Group' buttondd User or Group' button
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3. Complete 'Share F3. Complete 'Share Favorite' pop-upavorite' pop-up

1. You must use the 'Share as' field to select a different name for your folder when it
appears on other user's Homepage. This name must be unique across the system.
The folder name will not change on your Homepage

2. Toggle between User and Group to vary the pick-list in next field
3. A Pick-list of either all Users, or all Groups of which you are a member, will appear

for selection (NOTE: 'Default Group' will only appear in Pick-list for Admin Users)
4. You may allow others to update the contents of this folder on their own Homepage if

you wish. Please see details regarding this at Implications of Sharing a folder that
other can maintain

5. You can also select to copy the format you have created in your Grid view

4. Y4. You will see entries populated in your Share Listou will see entries populated in your Share List
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1. You can repeat this process to add more users and groups
2. Exit via the DoneDone button
3. Or send this Favorite folder via emailemail to all shared accounts

5. Y5. Your folder will now appear on their Homepages with aour folder will now appear on their Homepages with a
different namedifferent name

1. When Anna hovers-over the folder name on their Homepages, the system will
display that the folder is owned by Abby.

2. In this example, you can see the Grid view that Abby requested to be preserved.
Anna can change now change the Grid view if desired.

NOTE:NOTE: All SettingsSettings from Abby's folder will be copied to the shared folders; this may cause a
Favorites digest to be generated for the other Users.

What would you likWhat would you like to do next?e to do next?

Add (or Delete) Elements to a Favorites folder
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What are the implications of sharing a folderWhat are the implications of sharing a folder
that other users can 'maintain' ?that other users can 'maintain' ?

This lesson will explain the differences on sharing a folder where 'Users can maintain
content' vs sharing without allowing users to maintain the content.

In general:

• Elements added or deleted from the Owner's version of the Shared folder will be
added or deleted from all Users/Groups versions

• If the User can maintain the content of a folder shared with him, he can also add or
delete elements from his version (only) of the folder

• Users unable to maintain content, do not have the option of adding or deleting
elements from this folder on their Homepages, but they may re-arrange the display
and control the settings for their own version.

1. Can a User delete an unwanted Shared F1. Can a User delete an unwanted Shared Favorite folder?avorite folder?

1. If the User can maintain the content of a folder shared with him, he can delete the
entire folder.

2. Users unable to maintain content, do not have the option removing the Shared folder
nor they cannot remove or add any elements.
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2. What happens if an Owner deletes the entire folder after it2. What happens if an Owner deletes the entire folder after it
is shared?is shared?

A Shared Folder cannot be deleted by the Owner until she has 'Unshared' the folder.

See How to Unshare your Favorite folder for details.
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How to Unshare your Favorite folderHow to Unshare your Favorite folder

Once you have shared a folder, clicking on the ShareShare icon will display the list of those
currently sharing the folder. From this grid, you can remove a user or group using the
DeleteDelete icon.

1. A1. Access My Preferences > My favoritesccess My Preferences > My favorites

NOTE:NOTE: You can share only those Favorite Folders that you have created.

In the FavoriteFavorite FoldersFolders table click the ShareShare icon for a respective folder.

The Share List for My Favorites pop-up opens.
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2. Select the Delete icon (Tr2. Select the Delete icon (Trashcan) for a user or groupashcan) for a user or group

User / Group will be removed from the Share list

1. If the User does notnot have ability to 'Maintain own content'Maintain own content' (as Default group in
example), the folder will be removed completely from the User's Homepage.

2. If the User has the ability to 'Maintain own content'Maintain own content' (as Abby Johnes in example), the
folder can be kept as personal folder or folder can be deleted from the user with
whom it was shared (see next step).

2.1. If the User has the ability to Maintain Content the following pop-2.1. If the User has the ability to Maintain Content the following pop-
up will appearup will appear

1. Delete FolderDelete Folder: will completely remove folder from the Homepage of all Users in the
Group.

2. Keep FolderKeep Folder: will leave your favorite folder for Abby Johnes but it becomes her
'Personal' Favorites' folder. Changes you make to this folder will no longer affect the
her copy of the folder.
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Duplicate an entire Shared Folder automaticallyDuplicate an entire Shared Folder automatically

This feature allows you to copy the entire contents of one folder to create another. This is
helpful when you have users that typically view a single segment. Optionally, the
PermissionsPermissions of your existing Favorites folders can be copied in order to put the segments
into separate folders for the same user or groups.

1. Example of F1. Example of Favorite folder for 'Canada Sales'avorite folder for 'Canada Sales'

Note that folder 'Canada' contains various elements tracking Sales and Revenue in Canada
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2. A2. Access My Preferences (below your Username) > Myccess My Preferences (below your Username) > My
FFavoritesavorites

In the respective row click the DuplicateDuplicate icon.

3. Complete the 'Duplicate F3. Complete the 'Duplicate Favorite' pop-upavorite' pop-up
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1. Select a New folder NameNew folder Name since two folders cannot have the same name
2. Determine if you want to retain the same 'permissions' for the new folder:i.e.; the

same set of Shared Users or Groups
3. Select the new Dimension value from drop-downs

Click DuplicateDuplicate to complete the process

4. Example of New F4. Example of New Favorites Favorites Folder in Folder in Favorites Editoravorites Editor

1. The newly created folder appears in the Favorites grid
2. Use the displayed icons to ShareShare, DuplicateDuplicate, EditEdit or DeleteDelete the new folder just as you

would for any other Favorite

ResultResult
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Report BurstingReport Bursting
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Create a new Burst (Version 5.1.1 and prior)Create a new Burst (Version 5.1.1 and prior)

Report bursts can now be setup and managed using a single, consolidated editor. Users can
select an arbitrary set of reports, designate an arbitrary set of recipients, and schedule
delivery based on a user-defined schedule, all through a single editor

1. A1. Access New > Burstccess New > Burst

Select your content by adding elements from your Favorites folders:

1. We recommend providing a meaningful NameName to your Burst, since it is going to be
used as an email header once notifications are to be sent.

2. Select what kind of entities are going to be sent in Burst emails. In the screen above
favorite foldersfavorite folders are selected as the burst content.

3. Send folders as:Send folders as: define whether each of the favorite folders that you are going to
choose should be sent in individual emails or all of them should be sent as a one
large email.

4. Click [+ New Folders][+ New Folders] and in the opened pop-up choose which of the folders are
supposed to be included into the Burst.
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1.1. Alternatively1.1. Alternatively, select individual tiles (elements) to be included, select individual tiles (elements) to be included
into the burst notificationinto the burst notification

If you choose to add specific tilesiles into the Burst email, click [ + Add tiles][ + Add tiles] and in the opened pop-
up choose which of the elements are supposed to be included into the Burst.

2. Y2. Your selections will be displaour selections will be displayed in the list belowyed in the list below
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1. You can delete selections that may have been added erroneously. To do so, click the
TrashbinTrashbin icon in the respective row.

2. Click [+ Add tiles][+ Add tiles] to include more elements
3. You must choose if your burst will contain allall selected elements, or only those that

have changedchanged since last time this burst executed

3. Move to the Schedule tab to continue3. Move to the Schedule tab to continue

1. You can select an existing schedule from the Public SchedulesPublic Schedules table
2. Alternatively, you can create your own schedule by clicking [+ New Schedule][+ New Schedule] below

the My SchedulesMy Schedules table. For more instructions on Schedule refer to: Creating a
Schedule
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4. Next, move to the Recipients tab4. Next, move to the Recipients tab

1. Check if you want to send the burst to yourselfyourself
2. Add those you wish to receive the burst

Alternatively, you may add Groups of users to the distribution list

Save, then PreviewPreview and EnableEnable your burst

5. Once enabled, the Report Burst will run on the schedule5. Once enabled, the Report Burst will run on the schedule
you set upyou set up
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Create New Burst (Version 5.1.2 and further)Create New Burst (Version 5.1.2 and further)

Report bursts can now be setup and managed using a single, consolidated editor. Users can
select an arbitrary set of reports, designate an arbitrary set of recipients, and schedule
delivery based on a user-defined schedule, all through a single editor.

1. A1. Access New > Burstccess New > Burst

Two options are available for adding content to a Burst:

• one or more Favorite Folders with all elements assigned to them;
• specific Elements (Tiles).

Content: FContent: Favorite Favorite Foldersolders

Select your content by adding elements from your Favorites folders:

1. We recommend providing a meaningful NameName to your Burst, since it is going to be
used as an email header once notifications are sent.

2. Content:Content: As this is example for favorite folders, select corresponding option. The
example for "Selected Tiles" is shown in the step below.
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3. Send folders as:Send folders as: define whether each of the favorite folders that you are going to
include in this Burst should be sent in individual emails or all of them should be sent
as a one large email.

4. Click [+ New Folders][+ New Folders] and in the opened pop-up choose which of the folders are
supposed to be included into the Burst.

Once done with seletion, click [+ Add selected][+ Add selected].

1.1. Content: Selected Tiles1.1. Content: Selected Tiles

1. We recommend providing a meaningful NameName to your Burst, since it is going to be
used as an email header once notifications are sent.

2. If you choose to add specific tiles into the Burst email, click [ + Add tiles][ + Add tiles] and in the
opened pop-up choose which of the elements are supposed to be included into the
Burst.

NOTE:NOTE: You can filter the list of elements by entering keywords into the Filter resultsFilter results field at the
top of the Select Tiles pop-up.

Once done with seletion, click [+ Add selected][+ Add selected].
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2. Y2. Your selections will be displaour selections will be displayed in the list belowyed in the list below

1. You can delete selections that may have been added erroneously. To do so, click the
TrashbinTrashbin icon in the respective row.

2. Click [+ Add tiles][+ Add tiles] to include more elements
3. Schedule:Schedule: Choose one of the existing Schedule options from the drop-down.

Alternatively, you can create your own schedule the PLus button in the same field.
For more instructions on Schedules refer to: Creating a Schedule

4.
5. You must choose if your burst will contain allall selected elements, or only those that

have changedchanged since last time this burst executed
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3. Define Subscriptions (Groups or individual Users)3. Define Subscriptions (Groups or individual Users)

1. Group Subscriptions:Group Subscriptions: You may add Groups of users to the distribution list. A group
can be created at Admin > Groups.

2. Send to Burst Owner:Send to Burst Owner: Check if you want to send the burst to yourself.
3. Subscribed users:Subscribed users: To add users one by one, choose them in this list. You can use a

SearchSearch field at the upper right corner above the table to find Users by Name or email.

4. Customaze tab: use advanced Burst settings4. Customaze tab: use advanced Burst settings
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1. Email Template:Email Template: a default Burst's email template is "Burst - Any Image Size"; it was
designed as a standard and flexible solution. You are free to add your custom
template to a Burst by:

◦ First, adding it to Admin > Email Templates;
◦ Secondly, choosing it from this drop-down list.

2. Email Subject LineEmail Subject Line: In previous versions Burst's name also serve as an email Subject.
In versions after 5.1.1 you got more freedom to construct the email in the following
format:

Name OR Username + Today OR Yesterday

3. Custom header / Custom FooterCustom header / Custom Footer: You can choose to include arbitrary text into
custom fields and have that shown up as a header, footer, or both in the Burst email
as shown in the picture above.

4. Includeo PPT document:Includeo PPT document: choose whether an attachment with a .ppt presentation
should be added to an email. To create a new PPT template, access:

https://yourcompany.metricinsights.com/editor/ppt

5. Enable your Burst5. Enable your Burst

At the upper right corner of the screen click Save & EnableSave & Enable.

Once enabled, the Report Burst will run on the schedule you set up.
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Bursting from the Report or Metric ViewersBursting from the Report or Metric Viewers

In addition to creating Report Bursts from the Notifications screen (Setting up a new Report
Burst), you can initiate bursts directly from the element Viewers as shown below.

1. Select 'Share via Burst' from the share icon on Viewer1. Select 'Share via Burst' from the share icon on Viewer

2. T2. To add to this element to an existing bursto add to this element to an existing burst

1. Click on one of your already created bursts
2. Click Select burstSelect burst

The selected Burst is going to be updated and will include this new element
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3. T3. To set up a new bursto set up a new burst

Selecting New burstNew burst will redirect you to the Burst Editor

3.1. Proceed with creating a new Burst3.1. Proceed with creating a new Burst

For complete steps, see Setting up a new Report Burst
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Setup bursting from the Favorites EditorSetup bursting from the Favorites Editor

Users may setup report bursts directly from their Favorites Editor

1. A1. Access My Preferences (below your Username) > Myccess My Preferences (below your Username) > My
FFavoritesavorites

In the respective row click Show Bursts in this folderShow Bursts in this folder icon.
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2. Pop-up will displa2. Pop-up will display any any existing bursts that include thisy existing bursts that include this
folderfolder

1. You can review any existing bursts by selecting a burst name in the table
2. Or create a new on. Selecting [+ New Burst][+ New Burst] will redirect you to the Burst Editor

3. T3. To create a new burst, you will begin in theo create a new burst, you will begin in the
Notifications:Bursting sectionNotifications:Bursting section

For complete steps, see: Setting up a new Report Burst
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Preparing Slideshows orPreparing Slideshows or
PowerPoint PresentationsPowerPoint Presentations
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PowerPoint Presentation (Create / CustomPowerPoint Presentation (Create / Custom
Templates)Templates)

Metric Insights provides you with a very easy and intuitive way to create a PowerPointPowerPoint
PresentationPresentation of any number of Metrics and External Reports (Visualizations). You first must
have a Favorite Folder containing those elements that should be included into your
presentation.

This example shown in this article is based on the assumption that you already have a Favorite Folder that can

be used as a source of content for presentation. For details on creating a Favorite folder, refer to: Add (or

Delete) Elements to a Favorites folder

 Reports with data collected on-demand and data tables are currently NOT supported
in PowerPoint Presentations.

To learn more about on-demand data collection, see: Collecting Data on Report
Request.
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Use Case: GenerUse Case: Generate a .ppt Presentationate a .ppt Presentation

1. On the Homepage > Left Sidebar > Favorite Folders section select the required folder.
To create a new Favorite folder, go to the User Preferences menu > My Favorites > [+[+
New favorite Folder]New favorite Folder]

2. Move to the upper right corner of the screen and click Manage > Download PPT.
3. Choose which Template should be used for generating a Presentation. To create a

new custom template, see below.
4. Click DownloadDownload.

The system will generate a .ppt presentation. Once it is ready, you can find it in DownloadsDownloads
folder on your computer.
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Alternativelive Path: User Preferences > My Favorites

Create a Custom .ppt Template

1. To create a new Template for downloading Power Point presentations, access:

https://yourcompany.metricinsights.com/editor/ppt

2. Click [+ New template][+ New template]
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Provide a TProvide a Template Nameemplate Name

Provide a Template NameTemplate Name and, optionally, DescriptionDescription.

SaveSave your entries.

TTemplate Settingsemplate Settings

1. Include favorite slide:Include favorite slide: Choose whether you want a Favorite Folder's name to be
shown on the first slide of the presentation

2. Include notes / comments:Include notes / comments: Choose whether you want collaboration items to be
included into presentation. For more details, refer to: Collaborative Items

3. Custom image size:Custom image size: If you want to define a custom size of images to be included in
this presentation, choose 'Yes' and populate Image widthImage width and Image heightImage height fields
below.
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4. Font color:Font color: Choose the color to be applied to Favorite Folder and element titles in the
presentation.

5. Template file:Template file: Optionally, upload a .ppt presentation template. You can download a
default template from the field below.

SaveSave your entries.

Samples of Default / Custom Templates

Let's take one Favorite Folder and generate example Presentations by using a Default Template
and a Template with Custom options.

Default TDefault Templateemplate
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Custom TCustom Templateemplate
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Define a SlideshowDefine a Slideshow

Metric Insights allows selecting a group of elements and including them into a SlideshowSlideshow
that can be used within your organization to disseminate information to management and
employees. This presentation plays through the included charts/reports just like a photo
Slideshow.

Multiple presentations can be created for different purposes. Slideshows are very flexible
and can also be constructed using elements assigned to a specific CategoryCategory or SharedShared
FavoritesFavorites folder.

To view a complete Slideshow, access it through the URL provided by Metric Insights on the
Slideshow Editor. If you have selected to show AlertsAlerts and/or AnnotationsAnnotations, their icons are
also visible.

For general information, refer to: Understanding Slideshows.

 NOTE:NOTE:

(!)(!) Disabled Elements are not displayed during a Slideshow.Disabled Elements are not displayed during a Slideshow.

(!)(!) Slideshows can only display Elements that have all content pre-generated.Slideshows can only display Elements that have all content pre-generated. Reports
that are generated on request, or External Reports that get images on-demand, will not
be shown. To check out whether the element is collected on-demand/request, follow:

• RegularRegular Dimensioned ReportDimensioned Report: Report Editor > Data tab > Collect data: on Report
request

For more details refer to: Collecting Data on Report Request

• External ReportExternal Report: External Report Editor > Configuration tab > Advanced section >
Collect Image: On Demand: only when needed for distribution. In this case individual
images are only collected when they need to be included in an email (this option is
only available for those elements which are not published on a Homepage).

For more details refer to: How to create a Dimensioned External Report from Tableau
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• Reports sourced from a Dataset with a User Map appliedReports sourced from a Dataset with a User Map applied: When access to a Dataset
is restricted via a User Map (each user has access to specific rows), the Report built
from such Dataset inherits User Map restrictions. This means that each User sees a
Report in his own way with respect to what he is allowed to see by a User Map. In
such case, no general Report View can be generated for a Slideshow.

For more details refer to: Understanding Datasets and Dataset Security

1. A1. Access Content > Slideshowsccess Content > Slideshows
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2. Define the basics of the Slideshow displa2. Define the basics of the Slideshow displayy

Use the Slide Show Editor to continue defining a new presentation parameters or modify
existing Slideshow settings. Based upon the choices you make, the system dynamically changes
some of the displayed fields.

1. NameName: Enter the title of your SlideshowSlideshow
2. Slideshow URLSlideshow URL: You may change any default values except for the URL.
3. Include Slideshow Name / Element Name on slidesInclude Slideshow Name / Element Name on slides: Check this box if you want the

slide show’s name to be displayed as a title across the top of the slide above each
included Element’s name (This title would be visible throughout the presentation and
does not fade out as the slides change)

4. Transition TimeTransition Time: Enter the number of seconds each slide is displayed before
transitioning to the next one

5. Clicking on page advances to next slide:Clicking on page advances to next slide: Allows User to click on screen image to
advance slides rather than wait for Transistion timeTransistion time to expire

6. Display Metric Overlays:Display Metric Overlays: 'Yes''Yes' for this option will display any Overlays that User has
chosen in the onlline Viewer

7. Display Alerts on Slides:Display Alerts on Slides: If Display Chart Only is set to 'no', this option appears to
allow Alerts to display as they would in on-online Viewer

SaveSave your settings and click on Contents tab
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3. A3. Add Elements at the Content tabdd Elements at the Content tab

Upon initial display of the Slideshow Editor, the Slideshow Contents tab grid contains no
elements, but you can choose the scope of elements to be included into the presentation:

• Selected elementsSelected elements: you may choose various elements from different Categories one-by-
one.

• A Specific CategoryA Specific Category: restrict the Slideshow to a selected Category's elements.
• A Shared FavoriteA Shared Favorite: you can include elements from the Favorite Folders either shared

with you or your own Favorite Folders that you have shared with others. If you are also
leveraging the group security for this slideshow, choose a Group from the RestrictRestrict
slideshow visibility to groupslideshow visibility to group field before selecting a Shared FavoriteShared Favorite folder. For example,
you might want a slide show of 'Key Performance Indicator's (KPI's)' for everyone in the
office to view, select a Shared FavoriteShared Favorite folder of "KPI Elements" and set Restrict ElementsRestrict Elements
to "Default Group" (assuming all staff has been included in this Group). Now, as you add
elements to the selected Shared FavoriteShared Favorite folder to which the Default Group has access,
they will automatically be included in this slide show.

• No LimitNo Limit: all elements created in the system will be shuffled in this presentation.

[Example 1] Refine Contents by Category
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1. Limit Elements to:Limit Elements to: Choose an option other than "No Limit"; in the example above, the
"Specific Category" is selected to restrict the Slideshow to a selected Category's
elements

2. For this example, the "Financial" CategoryCategory is selected
3. Optionally, use the Restrict slideshow visibility to groupRestrict slideshow visibility to group option: if you are also

leveraging the user/group security for this slide show, use the drop-down list to
choose a Group (before selecting the CategoryCategory in order to limit the presentation to
those Elements that the chosen Group is able to access.

4. All Chart in SlideshowAll Chart in Slideshow: This table displays all elements that are going to be included
into this presentation.

SaveSave your selection.

NOTE:NOTE: As new Elements are added to the CategoryCategory that you select, they will be automatically
included in the Slide ShowSlide Show.

[Example 2] Select specific Elements for the Presentation

To add specific elements to a slideshow:

1. Limit elements to:Limit elements to: choose "Selected Elements". This option allows combining various
elements regardless of their Category in one presentation.

2. Click [+ New Element][+ New Element]. The pop-up will open.
3. Optionally. You can limit the scope of element display by choosing a specific CategoryCategory

or choose "All Categories" to be displayed.
4. Element NameElement Name: choose the required element from the drop-down list.
5. If the Metric is dimensioned. Since when the Metric is dimensioned, each Dimension

Value is represented as a separate Chart. You can choose to include all or specific
Dimension Values to the presentation. Once you are ready with your selection, SaveSave
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the element. The element itself is going to be displayed in the ElementsElements grid and the
list of all charts to be included in the presentation is to be displayed at the All ChartsAll Charts
in Slideshowin Slideshow table.

4. Save and Preview your Slideshow4. Save and Preview your Slideshow
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